Nonfiction chat
with
Tina

Next meeting is October 20, 3 pm
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#13

“This cogently written book is a
useful review of intertwined
events in the early 21st-century
United States”
Frederick J. Augustyn Jr.,
Library of Congress

September 2021
Wildland is available in print

Read and watch or listen to the interviews with Evan Osnos

“The Contrarian” isn’t just about Thiel; it’s
about Silicon Valley’s political coming-of-age,
too.”
New York Times review
”…entertaining and disturbing…
Los Angeles Times review
“The tech investor Peter Thiel is a collection
of ironies and contradictions, so of course his
biographer has written a tedious morality
play”

Wall Street Journal review

The Contrarian is available in print

Publication date September 2021

Reserve your
print copy

#2

“Under his glass, we see his subjects beyond their
propensity for silly nicknames and membership in the
Skull and Bones club, and we look more closely at what
made a WASP a WASP.
At its center, "WASPS" is a think piece, a colossal essay
that assumes a measure of sophistication about the
topic on the part of the reader.
Still, there is much to love in "WASPS.“
Washington Post review
“America's Wasp elite is captured in all its outrageous
glory… Wasps is a delight: meticulously researched,
exhaustive, slightly bonkers, a smorgasbord of delicious
and outrageous details”
The Times, UK

Wasps is available through hoopla
Listen to Michael Beran talk about the book

Publication date August 2021

Gift
idea

“Ideally sized for a Christmas stocking and
for the bedside table of a guest bedroom”
The Times UK review

“By turns warm, sympathetic, sly and
analytical, Tinniswood examines the complex
history of the post-war country house with
skill, grace, clarity - and charity. A triumph”
Judith Flanders

Noble Ambitions is available in print

Publication date September 2021

Gift
idea

“She narrates a journey of healing and selfacceptance in elegant chapters that evoke a
monologue or one-act play, and brings
readers into the scene while also giving them
a front-row seat to her inner dialogue”
Library Journal review

“It’s a memoir that’s about so much more
than an ailment. Things that are mundane
and things that are sublime”
From Simon &Schuster editor-in-chief

“There’s something pleasing about the
memoir’s deliberately slow pace”
New York Times review

Smile is available in print

Publication date October 2021

sunny

and

funny

Gift
idea

smart

Vine Talk Series hosted
by Stanley Tucci

Reserve your copy
Publication date October 2021

Reserve your copy
Publication date October 2021

“an intimate and charming memoir
of life in and out of the kitchen”

Hoopla Finds
“With uncommon skill, she blends each ingredient of an incredible époque into a vivid and
hugely enjoyable narrative of extraordinary times”
New York Times Book Review

1848-1871

2020

1870 to 1900

2011
Reserve your print copy

Browse through Mary’s
Paris Photo Blog

1900-1918

1930s

1920s

2014

2016

2018

“book so packed with intriguing character sketches
and associations as to be almost encyclopedic”
New York Times Book Review

"It is at these troubled periods that frivolity, even
license, are most easily understood”… "one enjoys
with gusto what tomorrow may belong to somebody
else."

“richly detailed history”
Publishers Weekly review

Gift
idea

“fly fishing is about making it as difficult as possible”
Mark Kurlansky

Watch the author
interview

Two books on how
WPA nourished the
land, with food and
writing
Reserve your copy
Publication date March 2021

Reserve your copy
Publication date October 2021

“…it is also about escaping
oneself, becoming at one with an
activity and immersed in what
Tolstoy called “moments of
oblivion”. It’s a sentiment even
readers with little interest in
fishing could probably appreciate”
Financial Times review

Reserve your
print copy
Watch the
interview

September Finds

explains why it did, and
how to keep it from
happening again.

#11

“Childs-eye view of
what its like to find
your way in a
strange land”

“Jane Roe is both heroine
and villain”

"Uncontrolled Spread"

Wall Street Journal review

New York Times review
New York Times review

#1
#68

“Rationality is in
critically short
supply at a time
when humanity
faces its greatest
challenges”
New York Times review

“Reading “Peril” is
as much of an
endurance test as
the reporting
behind it must
have been”
LA Times review

Authorspeak with Laurel Peterson The Fallen
Saturday, October 2, 2021, 3pm
clahey@norwalkpl.org

Between the Lines book group
Monday, October 4, 2021, 7 pm nicolea@norwalkpl.org

One Book One Community - Children of the Land
Thursday, October 7, 2021, 6:30pm

AuthorSpeak with Matthew Raidbard, Lead Like a
Pro
Saturday, October 16, 2021, 3pm

